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WHITE WINE SELECTION
1. PINOT GRIGIO GARGANEGA,
Figlia, Bella Modella (Italy)
£4.10 £5.50 £16.50
Light crisp and refreshing white. Delicate, citrusy,
dry with a tangy finish.
2. SAUVIGNON BLANC,
Costa Vera (Chile)
£4.50 £5.90 £17.50
Bursting with vibrant zesty fruit and exotic guava.
Refreshing, crisp and aromatic.
3. CHENIN BLANC,
McGregor (South Africa)
£5.50 £6.25 £18.50
A deliciously crisp and lively example of Chenin with
bags of crunchy apple like fruit, slight grassiness and
a good clean finish.
4. PIESPORTER MICHELSBERG QBA,
Helenen Kellerei (Germany)

£18.95

Soft & fruity medium sweet wine with refreshing flowery fruit.

5. ORVIETO DOC, Loggia del Sole,
Le Chiantigiane (Italy)
£17.50
There is a reason why Italian whites are so popular. This
one is soft, yet dry with delicate peach and honey notes.
6. VIOGNIER,
Santa Rosa (Argentina)
£21.00
Ripe apricot fruit with a touch of spice, this is one of
the finest examples of Argentinean Viognier.

Bottle

7. CHARDONNAY GRAN RESERVA,
Nostros (Chile)
£22.50
Deliciously ripe packed with flavours of pears and
nectarines. Subtle oak adds complexity to this stunning wine.
8. PINOT GRIGIO UVAM,
Mabis (Italy)
£22.95
Aromatic, elegant fruity bouquet makes for a very pleasant,
versatile wine.
9. SAUVIGNON BLANC,
Sherwood Estate (New Zealand)
£24.95
Lively gooseberry and passion fruit aromas, rich
concentrated palate and beautiful, balanced finish.
10. CHABLIS,
Domaine Defaix (France)
£29.95
Minerally, flinty with a touch of green apple. Elegant,
dry with long complex finish.
11. SANCERRE BLANC,
Domaine Daulny (France)
A classic Sauvignon. Pure, crisp, grassy, lean and
racy with complex flavours of citrus and mineral.

£31.95
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RED WINE SELECTION
13. TEMPRANILLO,
Centelleo (Spain)
£4.10 £5.50 £16.50
Juicy bramble and cherry fruit, hints of spice and
rounded soft tannins. Soft and very moreish.
14. MERLOT,
Los Espinos (Chile)
£4.50 £5.90 £17.50
Soft, super juicy, ripe plummy fruit with long full
flavoured finish.
15. SHIRAZ CABERNET, the Wrong UN,
One Chain Vineyards (Australia)£5.15 £6.25 £18.50
A rich, well balanced example of the Aussie classic
blend. Lush black fruits with touches of wood spice
and cassis.
16. CARIGNAN,
Mont Rocher (France)
£ 19.50
Soft and juicy with bags of red berry fruit and hints of
vanilla. smooth and simply easy to drink.
17. MERLOT,
Armador (Chile)
£21.95
Chile's favourite red grape is coaxed into making a
fleshy, ripe, plummy red with tasty licks of chocolate
and coffee.
18. SYRAH CARIGNAN,
Babylon’s Peak (South Africa)
£22.50
Concentrated creamy dark berry fruits overlaid with
hints of mocha, dried cherries and wood spice.

Bottle

19. MALBEC,
Serie A (Argentina)
£24.50
Intense deep red colour, packed with ripe red fruit, plums
and raspberries with hints of chocolate, mocha and tobacco.
20. PINOT NOIR,
Sherwood Estate (New Zealand)
£26.95
Violet-laced red berry fruit overlaid with nuances of spice
and mocha. Silky smooth palate with long scented finish.
21. BORDEAUX SUPERIEUR,
Chateau Majureau Sercillan (France)
£27.50
A modern style of claret that benefits from ageing in new
wood. Ripe, soft bramble and cassis fruit with supple tannins
and a savoury finish.
22. RIOJA CRIANZA,
Bodegas Luis Cañas (Spain)
£28.95
Intense spice and oak on layers of velvety cherry fruit
and a slight hint of licquorice. Smooth round tannins.
23. CHIANTI CLASSICO DOCG, Geggiano,
Le Chiantigiane (Italy)
£26.95
Bold aromas of raspberry and cherry intermingled
with violet and tea leaves. Well structured, medium
bodied.

ROSÉ WINE SELECTION
175ml
Glass

250ml
Glass

Bottle

25. WHITE ZINFANDEL,
Headlands Cove (USA)
£4.25 £5.75 £16.95
A delicious, off-dry rosé crammed with wild
strawberries, creamy raspberries with a delicious,
crisp finish.
26. MATEUS ROSÉ
£16.95
Clean aromas & a bright colour identify this medium
sweet rosé of the world wide renown.

SPARKLING & CHAMPAGNE SELECTION
27. PROSECCO D'ORO SPUMANTE DOC,
Casa Defra (Italy)
Aromatic apple and pear on the nose with crisp
palate. Gently foay, just off dry with bright finish.

£23.50

28. MOET ET CHANDON,
"Brut Imperial" N/V (France)
£54.95
Well balanced and rounded with light citrus notes
coupled with subtle brioche notes leads through to
crisp finish.

